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Edge RF deposition effects for 
HHFW heating on NSTX 



Significant HHFW power lost via the SOL to distinctive  
spirals on the divertor regions of NSTX 

 
•  RF power deposited in bright 

spirals on divertor 
 

•  Up to 60% of HHFW missing 
from core 

•  IR cameras show up to  
    2 MW/m2 heat flux to divertor 

•  What is mechanism for RF 
deposition at the divertors? 

•  How does HHFW power 
propagate to the divertor? 





RF only discharge with probe 1 intercepting the RF heat 
flux spiral near the outer vessel strike radius 



The RF heat flux spiral falls on tiles A4 and K4 for this 
RF only discharge 

•  ΔItile is up to 2.5 A on tile A4 
•  Current on tile A4 rises slowly after RF turn-on showing the movement of the 

plasma  
•  IV=0 and Vf cross through 0 when the outer vessel strike radius passes over 

the probe  



RF rectification causes a negative shift in the probe 
floating potential vs PRF 

a)  Probe characteristics with RF rectification: 
•  Vfl moves to more negative Vprobe as UHF 

cavity power is increased in 5 dB steps 
from 2.7 mW to 2.7 W 

        [J. Hosea, Stanford University Plas. Inst. Report #8 (1966).]  

 

•  For constant Te, Isat, and Vplasma,  

      exp(ΔVfl/Te) = I0(VRF/Te)  
        [A. Boschi and F. Magistrelli, Il Nuo. Cimento 29 (1963) 487.]  
 
 
 
b)  Te, Isat and Vplasma are approximately 

constant here except at highest power 
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Change in floating potential from P3 (no RF) to P1 (with 
RF under spiral) and VRF vs PRF (no NBI) 

RF only − 141836, 141830   
t = 0.294 s 

•  Substantial decrease in VRF with 
decrease in PRF  
-  PRF     1.1 MW ⇒ 0.55 MW 
-  VRF      ~ 64 V ⇒ ~ 33 V 
               [exp(ΔVfl/Te) = I0(VRF/Te)] 

•  Decrease is not 1/√ 2 but edge 
plasma conditions are different as 
well  
−  note that Isat decreases with PRF 

and Te increases with PRF here 

R. Perkins et al., PoP 22 (2015) 042506 





SOL fast wave resonances are predicted in a two density 
step cold plasma cylindrical model 

[R. Perkins et al., EPS (2015) P2.143] 

•  Fast wave SOL resonances are 
supported by the annulus density 
-  These are distinct from the 

coaxial mode which is confined 
to the vacuum region 

•  The k|| for these resonances 
move across the antenna 
spectra with increasing density 

  
•  ~ 50% of RF power in the m = 2 

resonant mode is lost in the 
annulus region  
-  < 10% of RF power is in the 

vacuum 



Edge RF deposition effects for 
minority IC heating on EAST 







Gap = 2 cm Gap = 5 cm 

Lower outer divertor probe measurements show that RF 
effect on floating potential Vfl depends on gap 

•  For gap = 2 cm, positive δVf is found for lower numbered probes and negative δVf is 
found for higher numbered probes 

•  For gap = 5 cm, negative δVf is found for all probes down to the OVSR 
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Gap = 2 cm Probe locations Gap = 5 cm 

Intercepts of field lines in front of antenna on bottom 
divertor probes depends on the gap 

•  Gap = 2 cm: probes intercept field lines in front of antenna from separatrix/
outer vessel strike radius to ~ 2 cm/middle of probe array 

•  Gap = 5 cm: probes intercept field lines in front of antenna from separatrix/
outer vessel strike radius to ~ 5 cm/above top of probe array 15	  
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RF change of floating potential Vfl 
reverses polarity from the SOL to the 

vicinity of the antenna 

16	  

•  Vfl depends on magnetic field lines intercepting the 
antenna or passing in the antenna/separatrix gap 
-  positive δVf for field lines intercepting the antenna (as 

found on EAST, C-mod, Tore Supra and Asdex-U) 
-  negative δVf for field lines in the antenna/separatrix 

gap (as for NSTX) 

•  As for NSTX, fast wave rectification is likely cause 
for negative δVfl in gap  
-  RF voltage at divertor probe # 9 is I0(VRF/Te) = 

exp(ΔVfl/Te)  
-  VRF_P9 ~ 38 V 

•  Cause of positive δVfl requires further study 
-  IV characteristic needs to be measured 
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17	  

Reciprocating probe data shows similar dependence of 
δVfl relative to field lines as for the divertor probes 

•  δVfl is negative away from the antenna and is positive in the vicinity of the 
antenna 

•  The positive change in Vfl extends ~ 0.5 cm into the gap 



Edge RF deposition effects for 
HHFW heating on NSTX-U 



An expanded probe array will be used on NSTX-U to 
study the cause(s) for the change in δVfl polarity 

•  This probe array can cover the entire separatrix/antenna SOL space 
•  These probes will be used to measure the I-V characteristics as well as the 

RF voltages across the probe sheaths. 



•  A wide angle IR camera will provide heat deposition measurements over much 
of the spiral 

•  Comparison of calculated RF rectification heat deposition to IR measurements 
will be used to quantify the heat contribution of the HHFW far field  

RF sheath voltage will be measured directly on NSTX-U with 
coaxial probes and sheath rectification will be quantified 

Bay J probes (Langmuir and RF)  
—  6 poloidal Langmuir probe array for 

radial coverage top and bottom 
—  Extend RF probe to plasma edge 
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•  The floating potential of probes under the spiral on the lower divertor of NSTX 
shifts negatively relative to that for probes away from the spiral 
-  This negative δVfl is consistent with RF rectification of fast wave far fields 

•  AORSA and cold plasma cylindrical modeling predict enhanced SOL fast wave 
fields at SOL densities above the fast wave cutoff value near the antenna 

•  The floating potential of probes on the outer lower divertor of EAST shifts 
either negative or positive depending on the magnetic field lines striking a 
probe coming from the SOL away from the antenna or from the vicinity of the 
antenna 

•  Again, the negative δVfl is consistent with RF rectification of fast wave far fields 
•  However, the cause of the positive δVfl, also observed on other tokamaks, is 

not fully understood and needs further study   
•  We are extending our probe array on NSTX-U to intercept field lines across the 

entire SOL in front of the antenna to permit I-V characteristic measurements in 
the vicinity of the antenna 

•  The probes on NSTX-U are coaxial and will provide a direct measurement of 
the local RF field for comparison to rectification theory 

Summary 




